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This presentation focuses on Integrated Building Design & Building 
Information Modeling applied to the HVAC Systems Design, early 
collaboration, better decision making, documentation methods and 
the use of technology to improve the built environment.

Building Information Modeling For 
The Mechanical Disciplines
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ever have a day like this? Fill in the blanks.How many of you went to work last week with a goal to make as many mistakes as possible?We are AE’s, Owner’s, Contractors – better buildings, fewer mistakes, higher profits are the things we are trying to achieve



“Our lives succeed or fail gradually, then 
suddenly, one conversation at a time.  
While no single conversation is 
guaranteed to change the trajectory of a 
career, a business, a marriage, or a life, 
any single conversation can. The 
conversation is the relationship.”

Susan Scott
“Fierce Conversations”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I like to start with this quote. Powerful.Everyone’s an expert – at somethingSocial Capital – we are all a part of itWhy our organizations are important - consensusInspired by Hemingway – How did you go bankrupt?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Improvements in technology, since the dawn of the industrial revolution, has provided us with the opportunity to increase output and productivity exponentially over a very short period of time.  By leveraging the power of BIM and advanced design, construction and operation technologies, there is no limit to how far we can take this.  We are just beginning. New applications in the areas of virtual design and construction, virtual reality, augmented reality, digital twin, etc.  Blockchain.  Our new vocabulary.



What We Will Talk About Today

▪ Building Information Modeling
▪ Integrated Analytics
▪ Automated Design
▪ Future Trends
▪ Codes & Standards
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learning Objectives for todayTake awayTell someone what you plan to doDo it



Integrated Building Design
Interaction among all building disciplines, from 
earliest concept development throughout the 
building life cycle, in order to achieve integration of 
design efforts and operation of the total building. 
(ASHRAE TC 7.01 2007)

(More appropriate - building life cycle management)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Would prefer Life Cycle Building/Asset ManagementMost definitions and process stop at the end of construction – CO or final inspection.  85% after occupancyLong time to get it -Key to sustainability, achieving energy and emissions targets is as much about operation and users and behavior/awareness



NBIMS-US:

A BIM is a digital representation of physical and 
functional characteristics of a facility. As such it 
serves as a shared knowledge resource for 
information about a facility forming a reliable 
basis for decisions during its lifecycle from 
inception onward..

http://www.buildingsmart.org/resources/terms-and-definitions
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Building Information Modeling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two key words again – Information and Reliable7 Times 7 Ways/Formats

http://www.buildingsmart.org/resources/terms-and-definitions


BIM is Tools…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is not meant to be proprietary – lots of tools



…And a Process
▪ Integrated Building Design is the endgame of 

BIM
–Each component is modeled or drawn using the tools 

and then integrated into one environment
–The output is a holistic product that solves many 

chronic problems of building today

▪ Adoption will not happen overnight
▪ BIM requires a new way of thinking 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s all about better buildings,Happier clientsHappier usersParametric analysis – how things interact



Why is Integrated Design important?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three ways: Past, Present, Future – to solve conversation must turn to the futureForensics Old model – study the sick – never get well – I’m going to do a little of that todayPsychologist/Therapist – In with 1, leave with 10, come back over and overNeed to study the well – accentuate the positiveBIM/IBD is trying to perfect the process that real high performing buildings have used – good design, good operation, good maintenance 



The Current Process

Owner Architect Contractor

▪ Key stakeholders work in silos

▪ Workflows are contained within silos 

▪ Handoffs are poorly coordinated

▪ Change orders, value elimination, 
budget and schedule overruns are 
common practice

▪ The entire Life Cycle Cost of a 
building is not thoroughly vetted early
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is key to understand.  For BIM to be effective and provide the greatest benefit, it must be applied in an integrated team based environment. BIM can eliminate the silos that exist in our business today and bring many of the fragments and disconnected processes together into a  single, cohesive, integrated and optimized work results.  The days of getting the architects or designers drawings or CAD files at the CD phase and inserting some structure, MEP, etc into them and hoping for the best will be behind us.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets look at this graphically



Value Elimination
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Source: www.constructionm
anagem

entschool.net

“VE’d” Out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VE often takes a more subtle approach and the implications are often not considered or thought to be irrelevant other than the immediate first cost.Give a couple of examples – controls, interfaces, etc
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Where We Want To Go!
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Value 
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Engineering
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We are at a crossroad 
between working in a 2D 
project delivery process 

and transitioning to a 
Multi-Dimensional virtual 

work environment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to UK study March 2011, 46% of design professionals still using hand drafting.  What is driving this transformation? Clients: construct buildings faster, cheaper and better.  AE’s: better design decisions faster; eliminate or reduce errors and omissions; deliver more accurate work results.  Contractors: build buildings faster; less waste, fewer coordination problems; fewer call backs and warranty claims.Finally Owners: O&M their buildings such that they continue to operate and peak efficiency and at reduced energy cost.
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Image Courtesy Autodesk

Early Collaboration
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Early Collaboration
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Analytics
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Analytics
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Analytics
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Analytics
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Analytics
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Automated Design – Create Spaces
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Automated Design – Add Details
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Automated Design – Review Details
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Automated Design – Calculate Loads
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Place Equipment
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Place Air Distribution Devices
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Place Duct
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Define Properties
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Properties -> Schedule -> Detail
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Coordination – Continuous Collaboration



What We Are Doing Today
▪ Focusing on what we can do with the Information

▪ Using the tools to get a seat at the table sooner

▪ Developing a workflow around LCCA  and Cost/Benefit

▪ Training on the process and tools

▪ Expanding our service offerings beyond construction

Schedules
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Develop a matrix or spreadsheet of selection criteria, features and software vendors you are considering.    Similar to what you might see on a comparison chart on the back of a software package or internet rating site.Check off or rank each vendor in each area of the selection criteria you have established for your firm.Choose the best alternative to adopt.



What We Are Doing Today
▪ Looking closely at what we can automate

▪ Determining what software we no longer need

▪ Discussing what level of detail required at each phase

▪ Helping clients determine what to ask for in contracts

▪ Looking 5 to 20 years out – stay at the table longer

Schedules
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Develop a matrix or spreadsheet of selection criteria, features and software vendors you are considering.    Similar to what you might see on a comparison chart on the back of a software package or internet rating site.Check off or rank each vendor in each area of the selection criteria you have established for your firm.Choose the best alternative to adopt.
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▪ Integrated Project Delivery
▪ Integrating Specification Writing
▪ Automated cost estimating
▪ Advanced clash detection and 
model checking

▪ BIM to Fabrication
▪ BIM to SIM: Advanced Analytics
▪ Energy Modeling
▪ Daylighting
▪ Computational Fluid Dynamics

What’s Happening Now

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Integrated multi-discipline design is the perfect use of the tool.Specification writing, cost estimating, clash detection, scheduling, code checking and model checkers,  are already available both integrated in some tools and through third party interoperable tools.BIM to BEM and SIMEarly analysisBIM serversClash detectionDaylightingEnergy
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▪ Cloud based BIM authoring tools
▪ Cloud based BIM servers and 
storage

▪ Increased interoperability
▪ More integrated applications
▪ Increased focus on Owner benefits 
beyond design

▪ O&M
▪ Property and portfolio 
management

▪ Energy management

What’s Happening Now

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fastest growing segment of the market seems to be in cloud based BIM for integrated project deliveryIFMA, buildingSMART, COBie (Commercial Operations Building Information Exchange)Research is vital to continued improvementStandard data exchange formats are needed for interoperabilityThere is a need for parametric capabilities between third party analytic tools and BIM authoring toolsObject databases with standardized manufacturer’s data are absolutely neededCurrent objects are all over the place from having too much data – almost manufacturing level drawing and detailing to no analytic data available at all
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▪ Virtual Design and Construction
▪ Virtual Reality
▪ Augmented Reality
▪ Digital Twin
▪ Off-Site Construction
▪ Pre-Fabrication
▪ Modular Construction

Advancing Fast

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fastest growing segment of the market seems to be in cloud based BIM for integrated project deliveryIFMA, buildingSMART, COBie (Commercial Operations Building Information Exchange)Research is vital to continued improvementStandard data exchange formats are needed for interoperabilityThere is a need for parametric capabilities between third party analytic tools and BIM authoring toolsObject databases with standardized manufacturer’s data are absolutely neededCurrent objects are all over the place from having too much data – almost manufacturing level drawing and detailing to no analytic data available at all



▪ Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA)
▪ Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
▪ Envelope Analysis (Load Reduction)
▪ Event/Disaster Simulation
▪ True Parametric Design and Analysis
▪ Automated Code Compliance Checking
▪ Automated Permitting

44

Advancing Fast



▪ Building Operations
▪ Asset and Facility Management
▪ Integrated Adaptive Control (Inverse modeling)
▪ Internet of Things
▪ Others?
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Advancing Fast



ASHRAE Introduction to BIM
▪ Terminology
▪ Benefits
▪ Early Collaboration
▪ Getting Started
▪ What Others are Doing
▪ How to Get Involved
▪ The Future

▪ Additional Reading

5/12/2020 46

Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get a copy – Its Free - ASHRAE ALI course by Tim DwyerPut together by ASHRAE volunteers and with input from most of the major BIM authoring tool and energy modeling software vendors. The advice and processes covered in the Introduction and many of the resources cited are still relevant. 



3. INFRASTRUCTURE AND 
STANDARDS

3.1 TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE
3.2 STANDARDS

3.3 SPACE AND DRAWING 
STANDARDS

3.4 FILE STRUCTURE
3.5 MODEL STRUCTURES

3.6 MODELING REQUIREMENTS

4. EXECUTION
4.1  BIM EXECUTION PLAN (PXP)

4.2  BIM USES
4.3  MODEL DELIVERABLES

NBGO - Four Main Parts

1.  INTRODUCTION
FOREWORD
1.1  PURPOSE
1.2  SCOPE
1.3  USE

2.  PROCESS
2.1 DEFINE BIM REQUIREMENTS
2.2 TEAM ROLES AND 
RESPONSIBLITIES
2.3 BIM PROJECT EXECUTION 
PLANNING
2.4 MANAGING PROJECT 
REQUIREMENTS AND 
DELIVERABLES

Resources



The Building Owner: BIM for all phases
The Guide explains to Owners how to include BIM
requirements in contracts to:             

• Plan
• Design
• Construct 
• Operate 

buildings.

Resources

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiNjN6CveLQAhXMRCYKHdehByEQjRwIBw&url=http://www.gettyimages.com/detail/video/building-manager-giving-instructions-stock-footage/483482095&psig=AFQjCNFYNesqX7frTr_aOHXghmcpgI4ffg&ust=1481213639127053


Introduction: How does it work?
Commentary
Guide language that can be 
converted to Standards 
language

Resources



Current Barriers to Success Beyond 
Geospatial Design
▪ Lack of Interoperability 
▪ Limited Parametric Design Features
▪ Integrated Engineering Design Technology
▪ Handling of Information and Data
▪ Investment in New Technologies
▪ Consistent Application of Technology Throughout the 

Design, Construction and Operational Process

505/12/2020

What’s Holding Us Back



▪ Development of SMART Documents
–Smart XMLs, Rules Sets, Common 
Terminology

▪ Resources
–Handbooks, Standards, Guidelines, Manuals
–Data Dictionary

▪ Liaisons to TCs, GPCs, SPCs
–TC’s: 1.5, 1.6, 4.1, 4.2, 4.7, 7.1
–GPC 20
–SPC’s: 140, 183
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What’s ASHRAE Doing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIST OF TC’s and SPC’sTC 1.5 Computer ApplicationsTC 1.6  TerminologyTC 4.1  Load Calculations Data and CalculationsTC 4.2  Weather InformationTC 4.7  Energy CalculationsTC 7.1  Integrated Building DesignGPC 20   XML Definitions for HVAC & R. Data DictionarySPC 140  Standard MOT for Building Energy AnalysisSPC 183  Methods and Procedures for Performing Heating & Cooling Load Calculations



ASHRAE Standard 224P

• Primary audience: Building Owners 
• Primary purpose:  Adoption by building owners and 

referencing of the guideline within their contractual 
documents with the building project team.

What’s ASHRAE Doing



Coming Soon:
Virtual Design, Construction and 
Operations Conference – Reality v 
Potential
March 2021
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What’s ASHRAE Doing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to - 



Resources
▪ ASHRAE Introduction to BIM: http://cms.ashrae.biz/bim/

▪ buildingSMART alliance, National BIM Standard: 
http://www.buildingsmartalliance.org/

▪ National Institute of Building Sciences (NBGO): 
https://www.nibs.org/?nbgo

▪ Whole Building Design Guide: 
http://www.wbdg.org/bim/bim.php

▪ International Organization for Standardization (ISO) TC 59 
Product Data for Building Services System Models (6 pages of 
standards activity with a web search at TC59): 
https://www.iso.org/search/x/query/BIM
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I close the session and begin to take questions I want to say that we are just beginning to realize the potential of BIM.   I have intentionally not  talked much about that today because I know the other speakers are focusing on the features and benefits of BIM.  I do want to offer some encouraging words to the young engineers in the audience.  On October 1st through the 3rd, 2012   I had the pleasure of Chairing ASHRAE’s Energy Modeling Conference in Atlanta, Georgia.  We had around 190 energy modeling professionals and software vendors represented. The conference focused on the hands on day-to-day work practices of producing high quality energy models. The conference had the largest percentage of young engineers of any ASHRAE conference I have attended. That conference was our second specialty conference on energy modeling.  Much of the conference and the case studies presented involved an integrated approach to building design and much of the discussion involved the future of BIM and interoperability with third party analytic tools.  In my closing remarks I asked the audience to just think for a minute just how far we’ve come in the last 30 years (roughly the length of a career).  Then I asked every young engineer who made a presentation during the three days to keep a copy of the presentation and some photos of the tools and technology they are using today.  I also asked them to jot down some of the key challenges they each hope to have solved by BIM and energy modeling.  Then I asked them get involved and to put themselves in my shoes 30 years from now, closing a conference, and to look back and recap all of those challenges they were instrumental in helping to move forward and improve. 

http://cms.ashrae.biz/bim/
http://www.buildingsmartalliance.org/
https://www.nibs.org/?nbgo
http://www.wbdg.org/bim/bim.php
https://www.iso.org/search/x/query/BIM


Resources
▪ British Standards Institute: https://www.bsigroup.com/en-
GB/
– PAS 1192-2:2013: Specification for information management for the 
capital/delivery phase of construction projects using building 
information modelling

– PAS 1192-3:2014: Specification for information management for the 
operational phase of assets using building information modelling

– PAS 1192-5:2015: Specification for security-minded building information 
modelling, digital built environments and smart asset management

▪ NBS BIM Toolkit: https://toolkit.thenbs.com/
▪ Others?

How do we harmonize all of this? 
Should we?
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https://www.bsigroup.com/en-GB/
https://toolkit.thenbs.com/


Questions?

M. Dennis Knight, P.E., FASHRAE
dknight@wholebuildingsystems.com

mailto:dknight@wholebuildingsystems.com
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